
 



 

MORSØ FORNO 
A BEAUTIFUL INVITING FOCUS 
FOR SUMMER ENTERTAINING 

 
Welcome to Morso Forno - and welcome to the 
special feeling, wonder and freedom of outdoor 
living. The Morso Forno cast iron outdoor oven 
makes you feel entirely at home with the art of 
outdoor cooking. The flames crackle, as the Forno 
emanates a decadent warmth and a delicious 
aroma that only a real wood fire can bring. 
 
Versatile cooking with the Morsø Forno. Now you 
can experience for yourself how easily delicious 
food can be produced - from juicy steaks to 
smoked salmon, homemade crispy pizzas or              
delicious lamb steaks.  
 
When you have finished cooking, the Morsø Forno 
can provide warmth, cosiness and the flames           
create a natural focal point for the long summer                
evenings.  
 
Oven Weight 96kilos (w x h x d) 75cm x 60cm x 
67cm. Material Senotherm UHT Black painted cast 
iron with a heat and corrosion resistant coating 
system.  
 

MORSØ FORNO 
STONE BASE 

 
The prerequisite for a fantastic, crisp pizza is a 
pizza stone. Morsø's beautiful and popular Morsø 
Forno Outdoor Oven is inspired by the classical, 
Italian stone oven, and the integrated set of stones 

ensures tasty pizzas etc. for family and friends. 

The Morsø Forno stone is made of ceramic tile, 
based on fibre free cement and pure minerals, and 
the set consists of 1 central stone, 1 rear stone and 
3 stone side panels. The stones withstand                    
particularly high temperatures up to 1250 °C and 

have similarly been tested down to -20°C. 

MORSØ FORNO 
GARDEN TABLE 

 
Italian summer is inextricably linked with the outdoor life, community 
and plenty of good food. And now you can bring the Italian atmosphere 

to your garden, patio or terrace.  

The award-winning Danish designed Klaus Rath has created the Morsø 
Outdoor table. The Morsø Outdoor table, provides a comfortable working 
height when you work your magic with the ingredients and slide your 
creations in and out of the Oven. Made from a powder coated steel, its 
slim structure works beautifully with the rounded shapes of the outdoor 
stove.  
 
The large space below the table lets you store firewood, herbs, and 
whatever else a grill-master and baker might need to have close to hand. 
The outdoor table can be pushed around using the stainless handle, and 
has three hooks that can be used to hang tools and dishcloths.  

 

Table Weight 60kilos Dimensions (w x h x d) 120cm  x 78cm x 60cm.  

Material Black Powder Coated Steel w/ Stainless Steel Handle 

http://morsoe.com/uk/outdoor/products/outdoor/morsoe-forno-outdoor-stove-udeovn-all-round-cooking
http://morsoe.com/uk/outdoor/products/outdoor/morsoe-forno-outdoor-stove-udeovn-all-round-cooking


 

MORSØ FORNO 
OVEN DOOR 

 
The Forno Oven Door allows you to further expand 
the uses of your Outdoor Oven converting the 

Morsø Forno into the perfect smoke oven.  

The Door is constructed from stainless steel so it 
can withstand the heat making slow cooking,              

baking and smoking possible.  

MORSØ FORNO 
TERRA TABLE 

 
Morsø Terra outdoor table for the outdoor kitchen and Forno. With 
the two tables from Morsø Garden and Terra you have the elements 

of a flexible outdoor kitchen.  

The Terra outdoor table is a square table which readily fits into both 
an existing outdoor kitchen and on large or small terraces and            

balconies. 

The table is the perfect base for the Morsø Forno, has good space 
for kindling, and at the same time the elegant and stylish table is 

suitable for a supplementary serving and preparation table.  

Weight 44kilos Dimension (w x h x d) 60cm x 81cm x 60cm.  Material 
Black Powder Coated  Galvanised Stainless Steel Sheet with a 
slightly coarse texture that blends in well with the cast iron surface 

of the Morsø Forno.  

MORSØ FORNO 
OVEN COVER 

 
Even though the Italian inspired Outdoor Oven is robust, stylish 
and spreads the generous all year round warmth and charm to 
its surroundings, the extra protection a cover can offer protects 

and keeps the Oven in excellent condition between uses.   

The cover is made from specifically shaped black waterproof 
polyester with a discrete drawstring hem and strong rope                 
secured around the base. Using the cover the Morsø Forno will 
remain in exactly the same condition as it was when last used, 

without any need for addition cleaning.  

 

MORSØ FORNO 
TUSCAN GRILL 

 
The Morsø Tuscan Grill is an enamelled cast iron grill grate, whose  
diameter of 33cm gives a grilling area of over 800 cm2. The Tuscan Grill 
is used in the Morsø Forno Outdoor Oven or the Kamino Outdoor Fire 
and enables you to cook meats and vegetables with sharp, well-defined 

grill markings. It is also where you put fish for grilling or smoking. 

Ordinary grill grates of smooth stainless steel have the disadvantage 
that fat drips off, so the steak isn't roasted, but toasted. Our cast iron 
grill grate has the advantage that its innumerable small pores absorb fat 
and flavours from the meat. The enamelled surface of the Tuscan Grill 
ensures both a long lifetime and easy cleaning. The enamelling is done 
in a way that preserves the ability of the cast iron to absorb the                 

flavours, making the grate ideal for grilling.  



 

MORSØ FORNO 
SMOKEEPER 

 
Morso Smokeeper is a cast iron lid that can be placed over the 
flue pipe on both the Forno and Grill Forno when using as a 

smoker. 

It stops the smoke and so optimizes the smoking process. Best 
results will be achieved when using the Smokeeper together 

with the Forno or Grill Forno door. 

Diameter Top 18cm Flue 7 cm Height 3 cm  

MORSØ FORNO 
ASHSCRAPER 

 
 

Award-winning, Danish designer Klaus Rath has developed an 

ash scraper especially for the Morsø Outdoor Oven. 

It is not only ideal for clearing up, but also particularly suitable 
for moving round the embers and knocking the embers into 

smaller pieces, e.g. if you want to grill good steaks. 

And there's more - the built in blower pipe is also a great help 

when you need to get the fire going.   

  

MORSØ FORNO 
FLUE PIPE EXTENSION 

 
To improve the draught and get better combustion in your 
Morsø Forno Outdoor Oven under difficult wind and weather 
conditions, you can buy an exclusive flue in black painted 

stainless steel to fit to the Forno's chimney. 

The improved draught prevents smoke leakage and creates  

extra heat for your food preparation.  

Diameter Ø 124mm x 750mm in length  

MORSØ FORNO 
FIRE TONGS 

 
Some times we need to move the firewood around to get the fire 

going, or your embers need be arranged to evenly heat the grill.  

The award winning designer Klaus Rath has developed these 
fire tongs especially for the Morsø Forno, with a length that is 

perfectly sized to easily move the firewood around the stove.  

The tongs are also suitable to be used in the Morsø Ignis Firepit. 
With their stainless steel hanger, the tongs also hook onto your 

Garden Table for convenient access.  



 

MORSØ FORNO 
VETRO PIZZA & FRYING PLATE 

 
Morsø Vetro is made of black ceramic glass – a hot plate suit-
able for all heat sources but also a beautiful and decorative 

serving plate for the dinner table – for both hot and cold meals. 

Morsø Vetro can take temperatures up to 500°C and is therefore 
the perfect baking plate for pizza, whether in the forno outdoor 

pizza oven, on the grill forno, or in a conventional oven. 

Also, all kinds of meat, fish, and vegetables can be cooked and 

sautéed on the glass plate .  

MORSØ FORNO 
ALU PIZZA PEEL 

 

Morsø Forno Outdoor Oven, it is important to have the right 
tools. Morsø's pizza peel is the right pizza shovel, when you 
want to move the pizza into and out of the oven in a convincing 
manner. The Morsø pizza peel is tear-drop-shaped and is made 
of aluminium with an oak handle and is designed specially for 

the Morsø Outdoor Oven. 

Morsø can help you assemble the perfect pizza kit with Forno 

pizza oven, pizza peel, and grill plate, so now all you 

MORSØ FORNO 
BAMBOO PIZZA PEEL 

To make the entirely right pizza in the Morsø The 
To make the entirely right pizza in the Morsø The Morsø Bamboo 
Pizza Peel is made from oiled bamboo from certified                      

plantations.  

With its exclusive look, the Morsø Bamboo Pizza Peel is not only 
ideal as a cooking implement, it also works perfectly as a                
serving board on the dining table. Pizzas, tasty cheese                            
assortments, homemade bread, you name it, look particularly 

attractive with the Bamboo Pizza Peel as a decorative base. 

Clean with mild soapy water. Applying oil suitable for contact 
with food to the surface regularly will help prevent it from           

staining 

Length 530 mm - Width 275 mm.  

MORSØ FORNO 
COCOTTE 

 

You're looking at a future classic, which will give you pleasure time 
and time again. It lasts for ever and the taste gets better and better. 
Use your griddle cocotte for a juicy roast - with the lid on, moisture 
is added during roasting, as the lid acts as a “self-basting lid” and 
the griddle cocotte can also keep the steam from the meat and 

vegetables in, preserving the vitamins and taste.  

Reverse the lid and fry some juicy steaks - enjoy your new, multi-

functional pot.  

The griddle cocotte can easily be used together with the Morsø 
Forno outdoor oven or Grill Forno.  The double enamelled cast iron 
can easily withstand rapid heating and high heat, so now all you 

need is to find yours and the family's favourite recipes. 



 

MORSØ FORNO 
AXE 

 
 

With a beautiful linseed-oiled handle made from USA Hickory 
wood which is hard and dense with exceptional flexing strength 
and a traditionally forged high grade carbon steel blade, the 
Morsø Axe comes with a genuine leather sheath and               

sharpening stone.  

The Morsø Axe  head is forged from C45 high grade carbon steel 
with a Rockwell hardness of approximately 53-56HRC 

(According to DIN 7287/B).  

MORSØ FORNO 
FRYING DISH 

 

Morsø Frying Dish is made of enamelled cast iron with a porous 

structure that distributes heat and taste like no other material.  

The Frying Dish can be used as a hot or cold serving dish, and 

as a base in the Morsø Forno or Grill Forno.  

A steel handle is also available for the Frying Dish which                  
ensures you wont burn your fingers on the cast iron plate. The 
handle can also be used with the grill platter and grill plate that 

is available for the Morsø Grill Forno .  

MORSØ FORNO 
GARDEN PACKAGE 

 
 

Morsø Forno Garden is a grill and pizza oven on a large outdoor 
table on wheels. This gives you a working area and the ability to 
move the table around the patio. There is plenty of room for 
decorative firewood, herbs and the most important utensils, so 

that they are always at hand.  

Morsø Forno Garden is for anyone who values good food,            
originality and shared experiences. With clean lines and a               
simple, functional design, the award-winning designer Klaus 
Rath has created a tailor-made stove for the home – or rather for 
the home's lovely outdoor space.  
 
Morsø's Forno Garden set includes the Morsø Forno Outdoor 
Oven, Garden Table, the Tuscan Grill and an Ash Scraper, so 
you can start grilling, roasting and making delicious food in 

your Forno oven.  

MORSØ FORNO 
TERRA PACKAGE 

 

Bright sunshine, friends, family and fantastic food. Morsø Forno 
lifts your outdoor food preparation to a higher level and makes it 

possible to prepare special dishes easily and expertly. 

You can enjoy the warmth of the Forno late into the evening, 
along with an extra glass of wine. Morsø Terra is suitable for the 

smaller terrace and can stand outdoors the whole year round. 

The whole set includes the Morsø Forno Outdoor Oven, Terra 

Table, the Tuscan Grill and an Ash Scraper.  



 

MORSØ GRILL FORNO 
VETRO PIZZA & FRYING PLATE 

 

You can now cook pizza on the Grill Forno. Whilst the Grill Forno may not 
be as versatile as it big brother the Forno wood fired oven, we often get 
asked if it can cook pizzas. Up until now that hasn't been possible. But 
now with the new accessory the Vetro Pizza Plate you can. Just add both 
the Grill Forno and the Vetro Pizza Plate to your outdoor space and you 

will be able to cook pizzas and all sorts of food on your new Grill Forno. 

MORSØ GRILL FORNO II 
 

A BEAUTIFUL MORSØ CAST IRON ALTERNATIVE TO THE BARBEQUE          

Enjoying the outdoors in the company of good food and good friends truly is one of life's great pleasures. Morsø understands this and as such 

has created a range of charming, well designed ovens and grills that sit beautifully in any setting. 

The Morsø Grill Forno is made from solid enamelled cast iron that gives unsurpassed advantages when grilling. The cast iron grill is fitted on a 
base of 3 elegant teak legs that are secured with a ring of stainless steel. 3 hangers are fitted to the ring to allow your cooking accessories and 
the door to be hung. (Door is an accessory) A coal insert and a grill grate both made from cast iron are included with the Grill Forno. The Grill 

Forno can be used with charcoal, briquettes or fire wood. 

The special surface of the grill grate has innumerable small pores that absorb the fat and flavourings from the meat; a unique feature that    
ensures meat is grilled in it's own juices - unlike stainless steel grates where the meat is not grilled but roasted. More desirable and more           

versatile than a gas or charcoal BBQ. (h x d) 110cm x 55cm.  

MORSØ GRILL FORNO 
GRILL COVER 

 

The tailored cover is made of strong watertight material to protect your 

Grill Forno from weather conditions all year round.  

The cover naturally also protects the Grill Forno from dirt, so no cleaning 
is needed before use. The cover is UV protected, and its strong quality 
gives the cover a long lifetime. Besides, the cover can be washed, either 
by hand or in the washing machine at 30 degrees. Do not use fabric                

softener, as it bleaches the products. 

GRILL DOOR 

The stove door for the Grill Forno extends the range of the beautiful grill. If 
you want to prepare smoked food, fit the stove door to the Grill Forno and 

the Grill Forno becomes the perfect smoke oven.   

With the stove door, the Grill Forno becomes a ball grill and has many 

possible uses – only the imagination sets the limits.  



 

 

SMOKING 
enhance the smell and taste of   
your cheeses, fish and meats 

GRILLING  
grilled to perfection with 
that wood-fired taste 

PIZZA FRESH FROM THE OVEN 
Italy in your garden, your guests 
will be amazed 

SLOW BAKING 
slow and natural with garden 
herbs in the Morso Grill Cocotte 

ROASTING 
a roast you can be proud of 
in your own garden 

WARMTH 
when you finish cooking enjoy 
the cosiness of the flames 

BAKING 
from bread to desserts  
all in your backyard or patio 

SMORES 
satisfy your sweet tooth and let 
your  guests roast some marshmallows 



 

KAMINO COVER 
 

Take good care of your Kamino Outdoor Fireplace when not in use.  

The tailored cover is made of strong watertight material to protect 

your Kamino Outdoor Fireplace from weather conditions all year round.  

The cover naturally also protects the Kamino from dirt, so no cleaning 
is needed before use. The cover is UV protected, and its strong quality 
gives the cover a long lifetime. Besides, the cover can be washed, either 
by hand or in the washing machine at 30 degrees. Do not use fabric 

softener, as it bleaches the products. 

MORSØ KAMINO 
DECORATING AND WARMING YOUR 

OUTDOOR SPACE 
 

At Morso we love fire. We love the natural sense of                
togetherness that always develops around the enticing, 
dancing flames.  
 
The Morso Kamino is a  beautifully crafted, outdoor fire,  
reminiscent of an upturned champagne flute.  
 
Its elegant art form is shaped from cast iron which will 
bring  warmth and ambience to your outdoor                     
entertainment space.  
 
Kamino Weight 96kilos Dimensions (w x h x d) 34-45cm  x 
181.5m x 50cm.   

MORSØ IGNIS 
FIREPIT 

 
 

The Morsø Ignis Firepit is the ideal choice for everyone 
who likes to create good, atmospheric times in the             
garden. Imagine sitting with a good glass of red wine in 
your hand and your eyes resting on the living fire.  Marsh-
mallows are of course a certain hit with the Ignis. Poke the 
marshmallows on sticks, bake them golden brown and 

YUM!  

The firepit is designed based on Morsø's old series of 
cooking equipment. With its clean lines and simple,             
functional design, it also functions as a beautiful                    
decoration on the patio all year round. The Ignis is made of 

solid enamelled cast iron.  

Weight 20kilos Dimensions (w x h x d) 45cm x 32cm x 45cm 

Material Enamelled Cast Iron w/stainless steel grate   

MORSØ BEL LAMP 
OUTDOOR BIO-ETHANOL LAMP 

 
 

Spread comfort on the patio or welcome guests with living fire at the 
door. The specially developed Morsø BEL bio-ethanol lamp gives the 

flame a soft body and fantastic dancing life. 

BEL is named after the Celtic fire god Bel, traditionally celebrated by 
lighting bonfires on Beltane, signalling the start of summer. With 
Morsø BEL you can also celebrate light and the long summer                   

evenings with elegant design and beautiful contrasts. 

The base is made of solid cast iron, burner and lid of brushed 

stainless steel.  

http://morsoe.com/uk/outdoor/products/outdoor/morso-kamino-outdoor-fireplace

